Electronic enrollment process takes just seconds
GAMING

Generous check cashing limits of up to $30,000
Established accounts can be used immediately

VIP Preferred ®
VIP PREFERRED CARD ELECTRONIC ENROLLMENT
Enrolling for a VIP Preferred card is fast and easy
with Global Payments’ electronic enrollment process.
Customers complete and sign a short enrollment form
on a signature capture device, eliminating the need to
store or handle paper enrollment forms. Global Payments’
highly sophisticated scoring models can award new
accounts with generous 8-day revolving check cashing
limits of up to $30,000 instantly. The new VIP card can
then be printed right at the cage, allowing the customer
to start cashing checks immediately. Once enrolled, a
customer can then cash checks at any other property
in the VIP Preferred network. No additional enrollment
necessary. With over 2 million existing cardholders, this
means instant cash access capability for customers and
maximized opportunity to put more money into play at
casino locations.

F E A T U R E S

B E N E F I T S

Provides ability to enroll a new customer and establish a
check cashing account in less than 60 seconds- including
data entry

Reduces lines and wait times at the cashier cage, improving
customer service and satisfaction

Sophisticated scoring model awards generous 8-day
check cashing limits of up to $30,000 instantly

Eliminates the need for accessing subscription and various
in-house databases for in-house check cashing decisions

Fully electronic enrollment process via provided
signature capture device

Eliminates the handling of paper enrollment forms and
sensitive customer data.

Automated data entry with Magnetic Stripe and 2-D Bar
Code Readers

Reduces data-entry time and errors, ensuring the highest
possible limits and reduced wait times

Instant, on-site issuance of VIP Preferred Cards during
customer enrollments

Customers can enjoy the speed and convenience of
e-checks immediately

1.866.848.7800
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